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UPDIKE, John. Signed Photograph. 8" x 10" black and white photograph of John Updike. Fine. Signed by the author in the lower margin. $100


UPDIKE, John. *Rabbit, Run*. New York: Alfred A. Knopf 1960. First edition. A neat, contemporary owner name on the front fly else fine in just about fine first issue dustwrapper with some very slight rubbing, mostly at the crown, and a tiny tear at the base of the spine. A considerably nicer than usual copy of a key title, the first book in the Rabbit tetralogy, and probably the author’s most sought after title. #99430 ....... $1,500


UPDIKE, John. *Pigeon Feathers And Other Stories.* New York: Alfred A. Knopf 1962. First edition. Very good with a slightly cocked spine, light fading on the spine, a few stain spots on the edges of the boards, in a very good dustwrapper with a darkened spine and wear at the spine ends. Signed by the author. #307709 ...... $60

(Children) UPDIKE, John. *The Magic Flute.* New York: Alfred A. Knopf (1962). First edition, library issue (also issued in cloth). Oblong quarto. Illustrated by Warren Chappell. Adapted from musical themes by Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart. Publisher's pictorial boards, without dustwrapper (as this variant was issued). A trifle soiled, fine. Despite being from the library issue, this is NOT an ex-library copy, and as such is very uncommon. A nice copy of one of the author's scarcest children's books. #276090 ...... $600

UPDIKE, John. **The Centaur.** New York: Alfred A. Knopf 1963. First edition. Gift inscription front fly, and slight toning to the boards, near fine in a near fine dustwrapper with a tiny nick at the crown, and a little rubbing. Winner of the National Book Award. #293536 ...... $100


UPDIKE, John. **The Ring: With Musical Themes by Richard Wagner.** New York: Alfred A. Knopf (1964). First edition, library issue, variant state with "Gibraltar Library Binding" stamped on the rear board (also issued in cloth). Oblong quarto. Illustrated by Warren Chappell. Adapted from musical themes by Richard Wagner. Publisher's pictorial boards, without dustwrapper (as this variant was issued). Fine. #312821 ...... $200
(Children) **UPDIKE, John. A Child's Calendar.** New York: Alfred A. Knopf (1965). First edition. Illustrated by Nancy Ekholm Burkert. Thin quarto. One corner bumped, else about fine in very good dustwrapper with internal repairs and some dampstaining mostly visible only on the inside, but with some scratches on the rear panel. Inscribed by John Updike. One of the author's scarce children's books, seldom found signed. #300121 ....... $500


**UPDIKE, John. Assorted Prose.** New York: Alfred A. Knopf 1965. First edition. A few tiny brown spots on lightly browned foredge, else fine in a nearly fine browned dustwrapper with a small stain on spine and lightly rubbed top spine end. #299593 ....... $60

**UPDIKE, John. Of the Farm.** New York: Alfred A. Knopf 1965. First edition. Fine in dustwrapper with some faint stains on the front panel, but otherwise fine. #99893 ....... $100


(UPDIKE, John). Howard B. Kreitsek. [Screenplay]: "Rabbit, Run". [No place]: Warner Bros.-Seven Arts, Inc. 1969. Quarto. Typed sheets bradbound in printed yellow studio wrappers. Original screenplay, marked "final" draft. Interspersed leaves in various colors with changes. Tiny tears to the edges of the wrappers, else very near fine. Basis for the 1970 Jack Smight featuring James Caan and Carrie Snodgress. A very uncommon screenplay. #312827 ...... $2,000


(UPDIKE, John). De BELLIS, Jack and Michael Broomfield. *John Updike: A Bibliography of Primary and Secondary Materials.* New Castle, Delaware: Oak Knoll Press 2007. First edition. Foreword by John Updike. Quarter brown leather gilt and linen cloth-covered boards, with a matching linen cloth slipcase, with compact disc at the rear containing two electronic supplemental volumes. A fine, as new copy. One of 125 numbered copies Signed by John Updike. An immense, profusely detailed bibliographical biography of primary and secondary works by John Updike, with a section of photographs of all his principal volumes, broadsides, etc. A superb bibliographical achievement, a gorgeous fine binding production, and a much-needed resource documenting one of the greatest and most prolific writers of our time. Published at $550. #309467 ...... $475